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Thin
Number of styles: four
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Character set

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12345678901234567890!¡?¿&@#%‰
,.;:‘“’”‚„(){}[]|¦*$¢¥€£¤+×÷−±≤≥<>=≈≠_
ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĄÆĆČÇĎÐÈÉÊËĒĖĘĚĢÌÍÎ Ï ĪĮĶ
ĹĻĽŁŃŅŇÑÒÓÔÕÖŌŐŒØŔŖŘŚŠŤ
ÙÚÛÜŪŮŰŲÝŸŽŹŻàáâãäåāąæćčçďđ
èéêëēėęěģìíîïīįıĺļľłńņňñòóôõöōő 
øœŕŗřśšťùúûüūůűųµýÿžźżƒßÞþð°¶§™®©�
†‡…•«‹›»⁄ªº¯`´¨ˆˇ˘˙˚˜˛¸-–—~/\^
¹²³¼½¾fiflffiffi�≠∂∆∏∑�∞∫◊Ωπ¬

Text sample 12 point

To best exhibit the properties 
of a typeface, construct a 
sentence that includes all 26 
letters of the alphabet (known 
as a pangram); the ultimate 
example of which is achieved 
using each letter just once, 
typically resulting in quite 
a bizarre sentence. The 
preceding sentence is a

Text sample 9 point

To best exhibit the properties of a 
typeface, construct a sentence that 
includes all 26 letters of the alphabet 
(known as a pangram); the ultimate 
example of which is achieved using each 
letter just once, typically resulting in 
quite a bizarre sentence. The preceding 
sentence is a pangram, and unusually 
makes perfect sense, but it’s very long at 
253 characters.
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Character set

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12345678901234567890!¡?¿&@#%‰
,.;:‘“’”‚„(){}[]|¦*$¢¥€£¤+×÷−±≤≥<>=≈≠_
ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĄÆĆČÇĎÐÈÉÊËĒĖĘĚĢÌÍÎ Ï ĪĮĶ
ĹĻĽŁŃŅŇÑÒÓÔÕÖŌŐŒØŔŖŘŚŠŤ
ÙÚÛÜŪŮŰŲÝŸŽŹŻàáâãäåāąæćčçďđ
èéêëēėęěģìíîïīįıĺļľłńņňñòóôõöōő 
øœŕŗřśšťùúûüūůűųµýÿžźżƒßÞþð°¶§™®©�
†‡…•«‹›»⁄ªº¯`´¨ˆˇ˘˙˚˜˛¸-–—~/\^
¹²³¼½¾fiflffiffi�≠∂∆∏∑�∞∫◊Ωπ¬

Text sample 12 point

To best exhibit the properties 
of a typeface, construct a 
sentence that includes all 
26 letters of the alphabet 
(known as a pangram); the 
ultimate example of which is 
achieved using each letter 
just once, typically resulting 
in quite a bizarre sentence. 
The preceding sentence is a 
pangram, and unusually makes

Text sample 9 point

To best exhibit the properties of a 
typeface, construct a sentence that 
includes all 26 letters of the alphabet 
(known as a pangram); the ultimate example 
of which is achieved using each letter 
just once, typically resulting in quite a 
bizarre sentence. The preceding sentence 
is a pangram, and unusually makes perfect 
sense, but it’s very long at 253 characters.
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Character set

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12345678901234567890!¡?¿&@#%‰
,.;:‘“’”‚„(){}[]|¦*$¢¥€£¤+×÷−±≤≥<>=≈≠_
ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĄÆĆČÇĎÐÈÉÊËĒĖĘĚĢÌÍÎÏĪĮĶ
ĹĻĽŁŃŅŇÑÒÓÔÕÖŌŐŒØŔŖŘŚŠŤ
ÙÚÛÜŪŮŰŲÝŸŽŹŻàáâãäåāąæćčçďđ
èéêëēėęěģìíîïīįıĺļľłńņňñòóôõöōő 
øœŕŗřśšťùúûüūůűųµýÿžźżƒßÞþð°¶§™®©�
†‡…•«‹›»⁄ªº¯`´¨ˆˇ˘˙˚˜˛¸-–—~/\^
¹²³¼½¾fiflffiffi�≠∂∆∏∑�∞∫◊Ωπ¬

Text sample 12 point

To best exhibit the properties 
of a typeface, construct a 
sentence that includes all 26 
letters of the alphabet (known 
as a pangram); the ultimate 
example of which is achieved 
using each letter just once, 
typically resulting in quite a 
bizarre sentence. The preceding 
sentence is a pangram, and 
unusually makes perfect sense, 

Text sample 9 point

To best exhibit the properties of a 
typeface, construct a sentence that 
includes all 26 letters of the alphabet 
(known as a pangram); the ultimate example 
of which is achieved using each letter 
just once, typically resulting in quite a 
bizarre sentence. The preceding sentence 
is a pangram, and unusually makes perfect 
sense, but it’s very long at 253 characters.
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
12345678901234567890!¡?¿&@#%‰
,.;:‘“’”‚„(){}[]|¦*$¢¥€£¤+×÷−±≤≥<>=≈≠_
ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĄÆĆČÇĎÐÈÉÊËĒĖĘĚĢÌÍÎÏĪĮĶ
ĹĻĽŁŃŅŇÑÒÓÔÕÖŌŐŒØŔŖŘŚŠŤ
ÙÚÛÜŪŮŰŲÝŸŽŹŻàáâãäåāąæćčçďđ
èéêëēėęěģìíîïīįıĺļľłńņňñòóôõöōő 
øœŕŗřśšťùúûüūůűųµýÿžźżƒßÞþð°¶§™®©�
†‡…•«‹›»⁄ªº¯`´¨ˆˇ˘˙˚˜˛¸-–—~/\^
¹²³¼½¾fiflffiffi�≠∂∆∏∑�∞∫◊Ωπ¬

Text sample 12 point

To best exhibit the properties 
of a typeface, construct a 
sentence that includes all 26 
letters of the alphabet (known 
as a pangram); the ultimate 
example of which is achieved 
using each letter just once, 
typically resulting in quite a 
bizarre sentence. The preceding 
sentence is a pangram, and 
unusually makes perfect sense, 

Text sample 9 point

To best exhibit the properties of a 
typeface, construct a sentence that 
includes all 26 letters of the alphabet 
(known as a pangram); the ultimate example 
of which is achieved using each letter 
just once, typically resulting in quite a 
bizarre sentence. The preceding sentence 
is a pangram, and unusually makes perfect 
sense, but it’s very long at 253 characters.
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